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Assignment 11:

1. (a) The correct statement
   Statement 1: The first transfer was successfully demonstrated at Bell Laboratories.
   Statement 2: I terminated the mission because new evidence is not essential.
   Statement 3: Both the statements are true.
   Statement 4: Both the statements are false.
   (b) Statement 1 is true, statement 2 is false.

2. (a) Class 7
   (b) Class 8
   (c) Class 9
   (d) Class 10
   (e) Class 11
   (f) Class 12
   (g) Class 13
   (h) Class 14
   (i) Class 15
   (j) Class 16
   (k) Class 17
   (l) Class 18
   (m) Class 19
   (n) Class 20
   (o) Class 21
   (p) Class 22
   (q) Class 23
   (r) Class 24
   (s) Class 25
   (t) Class 26
   (u) Class 27
   (v) Class 28
   (w) Class 29
   (x) Class 30
   (y) Class 31
   (z) Class 32

3. The correct answer
   Statement 1: Avoidance of light-sensitive material that meets upon exposure to UV light.
   Statement 2: Tissue sectioning produces a pattern on a surface.
   Statement 3: Both the statements are correct.
   Statement 4: Both the statements are wrong.
   Statement 5: Statement 1 is correct, statement 2 is wrong.
   Statement 6: Statement 1 is wrong, statement 2 is correct.
   Statement 7: Statement 1 is correct, statement 2 is correct.
   Statement 8: Statement 1 is wrong, statement 2 is correct.

4. The correct answer
   Statement 1: The Acquisition of Plasmid is a type of plasmid in which the required portion of the plasmid becomes stable upon exposure to light.
   Statement 2: The Production of Antibiotics occurs in this process of the plasmid.
   Statement 3: Both the statements are correct.
   Statement 4: Both the statements are wrong.
   Statement 5: Statement 1 is correct, statement 2 is wrong.
   Statement 6: Statement 1 is wrong, statement 2 is correct.
   Statement 7: Statement 1 is correct, statement 2 is correct.
   Statement 8: Statement 1 is wrong, statement 2 is correct.

5. The following is a subjective process
   (a) Nucleation
   (b) Crystallization
   (c) Dissolution
   (d) Fusion
   (e) None of the above

6. Identification of OPTICAL MICROSCOPY is:
   (a) 1.2
   (b) 1.5
   (c) 1.6
   (d) None of the above
   (e) None of the above
   (f) None of the above
   (g) 1.7
   (h) 1.8
   (i) 1.9
   (j) None of the above
   (k) None of the above
   (l) None of the above
   (m) 1.10
   (n) 1.11
   (o) 1.12
   (p) 1.13
   (q) 1.14
   (r) 1.15
   (s) 1.16
   (t) 1.17
   (u) 1.18
   (v) 1.19
   (w) 1.20
   (x) 1.21
   (y) 1.22
   (z) 1.23

7. The process in which light is used to transfer a genetic structure into a substrate is known as:
   (a) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (b) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (c) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (d) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (e) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (f) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (g) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (h) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (i) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (j) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (k) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (l) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (m) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (n) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (o) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (p) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (q) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (r) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (s) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (t) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (u) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (v) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (w) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (x) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (y) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (z) Genetic Transfer DNA

8. The process in which light is used to transfer a genetic structure into a substrate is known as:
   (a) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (b) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (c) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (d) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (e) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (f) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (g) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (h) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (i) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (j) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (k) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (l) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (m) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (n) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (o) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (p) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (q) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (r) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (s) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (t) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (u) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (v) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (w) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (x) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (y) Genetic Transfer DNA
   (z) Genetic Transfer DNA

9. (a) 100 Pa
   (b) 1000 Pa
   (c) 1000 Pa
   (d) 100 Pa

10. The process in which light is used to transfer a genetic structure into a substrate is known as:
    (a) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (b) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (c) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (d) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (e) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (f) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (g) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (h) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (i) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (j) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (k) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (l) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (m) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (n) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (o) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (p) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (q) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (r) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (s) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (t) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (u) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (v) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (w) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (x) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (y) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (z) Genetic Transfer DNA

11. The process in which light is used to transfer a genetic structure into a substrate is known as:
    (a) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (b) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (c) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (d) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (e) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (f) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (g) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (h) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (i) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (j) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (k) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (l) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (m) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (n) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (o) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (p) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (q) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (r) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (s) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (t) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (u) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (v) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (w) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (x) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (y) Genetic Transfer DNA
    (z) Genetic Transfer DNA